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Readers vs. Viewers
I V O S KO R I C

n New York subway, I recently saw an older lady with an American flag on the lapel. I
couldn’t believe it – I mean, this is New York City. She must be a tourist, I thought, until I
came closer and saw that the flag was turned upside-down. Protesting US policy. She
must be a native New Yorker, then. And an internet junkie, perhaps.
In Serbia 2000, complacency and fatalism were briefly put aside for the sake of
survival. That change occurred under the pressure of the, some say, CIA sponsored, and
internet coordinated youthful Otpor! [Resistance!] movement, and Milosevic ultimately lost.
Conventional wisdom would have it that this may happen in the US as well, in a similar way,
through the Move On and True Majority internet-based movements. Internet – with its instant
information availability – has sped up history more than once.
Walking down the street I stepped on an abandoned CD-Rom from AOL promising
1045 hours free. I was not surprised. AOL sends me a CD every week. What can I do with
it but throw it away? I remembered how angry I had been with my father for letting my
step-brother have the gramophone when we were moving out to live each on our own. Today
that looks silly to me: the gramophone has long since become obsolete. And now in the
time of mp3 players that can hold as much music as an old-fashioned juke-box in a device
no bigger than a car key, CDs are going the same way.

I
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Twenty years ago when I needed to find something out, I had to go to the library.
Today, I enter the query in the Google search engine. Arnold Schwarzenegger, probably the
world’s most recognized actor, had four times more listings than California’s incumbent
governor Gray Davis. There was no doubt, for me, as to who would win, despite the fact
that in combined word searches (see table) Davis returned most hits when combined with
‘education’ while Schwarzenegger returned most hits when combined with ‘sex’. California
likes sexy people. It is the place that brought the US its obsession with good looks. And
good-looking people find education mostly boring, don’t they?
More interestingly, despite Arnold’s statements about Hitler thirty years ago, only 3.1%
of articles mentioning Schwarzenegger also mention Hitler, compared to 4.22% of articles
that mention both Bush and Hitler – testifying to a growing global internet community that
harbours a deeply negative opinion about the current US administration. Bush’s Google
marks are the highest on ‘Hitler’ and ‘corruption’ of all the eight search words used
(corruption, health care, terrorism, education, free trade, security threat, Hitler, sex).

Knowledge on demand has made history move in unpredictable, non-linear, somewhat
unexpected and often mysterious ways, isolating and pushing to the fringes traditional ways
of power, particularly for the below forty generation – the one whose time is just about to
come. The Kucinich and Dean campaigns realized that early on – with Dean being the first
political candidate globally to raise majority of his funds on-line.
But, when I could not find time to read the Robert Kennedy Jr.’s well-written but long
environmentalist wake-up call forwarded to me, as well as the messages from Kucinich, Clark,
and Dean presidential campaigns, Move-On messages, True-Majority messages, a couple
of Balkan related lists, around a dozen forwards of articles from various places by friends
worried that I would not have found them on my own, I started doubting the revolution.
Indeed, the internet is the place where all radical information is, the place where Bush
is often compared to Hitler (a Google search of Bush + Hitler reveals 2,480,000 hits). But,
in screaming horror, I just realized that I had spent four hours and forty minutes reading
e-mail, opening associated links, filing out on-line petition forms, all that while avoiding
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looking at hundreds of messages advising me how to enlarge my penis, get hundreds of
thousands dollars on my bank account, and see pictures of naked under-aged girls. In just
two weeks I had to delete 1500 e-mail messages and I asked myself: how many people can
do that? Either the very young who do not have to work yet, or the very old who are retired
already, or the very lucky ones, who, like me, remain in control of their time.
The true majority, however, gets its news by glancing over newspaper headlines while
travelling by subway from one job to another, or by listening to TV news while keeping one
eye on the children and another on cooking, paying bills, and running errands. Americans
are overworked: on average, they work nearly nine full weeks (350 hours) longer per year
than their peers in Western Europe do. Staying on top of information becomes a luxury.
That’s why it is possible that half of America thinks that Saddam is responsible for the
September 11 tragedy, and more than a half, possibly the same people, cannot name all
nine Democratic presidential contenders. TV networks also do not show pictures of young
amputees from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (which can be seen at The Memory Hole
web site, the name hinting at the Orwellian nature of the administration’s denial).
Wolf Blitzer of CNN still calls the Iraqi fighters “insurgents” – bowing to the authority of
the Pentagon, rather than to the authority of the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary.
According to the latter, an insurgent is “1: a person who revolts against civil authority
or an established government; esp. a rebel not recognized as a belligerent; 2: one who acts
contrary to the policies and decisions of one’s own political party”.
Therefore, for Iraqi fighters to be called insurgents, the transfer of power to the
Iraqi Governing Council must be completed, and the US occupation must be turned into an
“invited presence”, as Paul Bremer optimistically calls it. Until then, Iraqis who blow up US
helicopters are clearly resistance fighters against occupying authorities, just as The Los
Angeles Times called them until its journalists got silenced down.
American society is increasingly being divided between the peculiarly privileged who
obtain their information from a variety of independent sources over internet, and the majority who get their information predominantly from the TV. Since their sources provide very
different information, the perception of events in the world amongst the two groups is also
very different, and often at odds. In short, the TV-audience believes that America is doing
the right thing, while the internet metaspace offers refuge to those Americans ashamed of
what their country is doing right now. It is important to note that the majority of US newspapers and magazines, i.e. print media, are now available online for free. Electronic media
– like TV – require more bandwidth than is available with today’s connection speeds for
on-line viewing to be practical. Therefore, the online audience is essentially an extension of
those who habitually gathered information pro-actively, i.e. by reading newspapers.
The two groups are drifting farther apart, making dialogue between them harder, since
they are becoming ever easier to offend, even by each other’s beliefs. A woman snowboarder joined my friend and I during a gondola ride up our mountain in Vermont. It
appeared that she was a law student at the small law school nearby. At one point, talking
politics, she said, “I hate America”. My friend, who does not spend his online time reading
Al Gore speeches, took offence and told her that she should be ashamed.
They were both American citizens: one studying to uphold the law of the country,
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saying that she hated her country and another, a high school dropout, telling her that she
should be ashamed for that. He got particularly rattled when he heard that she even
received a scholarship for her studies. As she was probably usually surrounded by likeminded people, she did not expect such a harsh rebuttal. And he had simply gotten used
to getting along with me, regardless of our deeply different opinions about the current US
administration. But then, I am an immigrant, and even I had never said that I hated America.
In reality, America-bashing has become ‘chic’ among urban intelligentsia and among
the academic crowd. Outside those circles, it is viewed with suspicion as either elitist crap
or as a call for action depending on the main headline of the day: if Saddam is captured,
obviously that day any criticism of American foreign policy would be preposterous, but if
another Black Hawk is downed, then suddenly the ‘chic’ becomes mandatory.
[A personal caveat: it is really counter-productive to hate one’s own country. I hated the
former Yugoslavia passionately at the end of 1989. When I meticulously planned to leave
for the US, I thought my hate was well justified: the country’s political police had been messing with my life since 1985, taking my passport, my typewriter, following me, detaining me.
For what? For wanting peace and a better life?! As the war started to unravel shortly after
I left, slowly taking its toll on my generation and my friends, the ones I had left behind
started telling me: you must be happy now, it is just as you thought it should be.
But I was not happy. It was not as it should have been. Instead of the entire country
becoming a democracy, it became a half a dozen countries, all diminutive dictatorial
regimes. And the change was precipitated by a succession of exceptionally brutal wars,
joined in on all sides by people who hated their former country and who were convinced by
sources of information made selectively available to them that Yugoslavia’s very existence
was at the root of all their problems.]
So on the one side of the divide we have those ashamed of American imperialism,
while on the other we have those who represent the view “my country, right or wrong” –
and the divide runs pretty much along the technologically different ways the two groups
obtain information about the world. The truth is an outdated concept because it cannot be
independently verified. The television needs news only to boost its ratings.
The TV reports that which those who pay for its existence want to see and hear. The
majority of Americans are subjected to, what Al Gore called in his recent speech at Middle
Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro, TN., the “quasi-hypnotic influence” of television. They are dependent on quick information that comes their way without effort and for
which they have neither time nor inclination, but which consequently fosters a complacent
nation that is a danger to democracy. James Baldwin once said that Nazism thrived not
because most Germans were evil, but because most were spineless. Is at least a half of the
US population there already? The internet, on the other hand, is by its nature full of speculative opinion writing. There is no guarantee that either means of communication would have
an interest to report the truth. As such they just serve to re-enforce the ideological divide
between their ‘audiences’.
For a while, TV networks were silent on the issue of weapons of mass destruction, and
entering the phrase in Google would result in displaying a cleverly designed “Not Found”
page. The weapons of mass destruction are now a non-issue for Bush – since he could not
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find them. While intelligence agencies were dealing with weapons of mass destruction that
did and do not exist, plentiful small (and slightly larger) arms were killing US colonels and
downing US choppers – particularly those that fly without anti-missile systems, pretending
they were patrolling LA and not Baghdad.
A perception downplayed by the TV and nearly celebrated on the net is that this is not
just Al Qaeda and Fidayeen Saddam -- it is regional resistance to foreign occupation. The
‘jihadis’ – young Arab men fed up with being dominated by Western civilization – flee to join
the fighting in Iraq as they did to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan, like young Europeans (and
Americans), fed up with laissez-faire imperialism, once fled to join the resistance in Spain in
the 1930s. And the recent US killing of the Iraqi mayor of Sadr City – who had actually been
appointed by the Americans – will just add more oil to the fire. If the US cannot trust its own
appointees, how can any transfer of power work?
Yet for Bush, the daily ritual slaughter of US servicemen in Iraq is a clear sign of US
victory. “The more successful we are on the ground, the more these killers will react”, Bush
said as he sat in the Oval Office with L. Paul Bremer, the US administrator in Iraq. Does
that also mean that the more US soldiers are killed, the more the US will be successful on
the ground overall? Then the Pentagon should relax the ban on taking pictures of coffins
arriving to the Dover air base, I think.
Bush’s the-more-we-lose-the-more-we-are-winning rhetoric is not far from Saddam’s –
Saddam’s TV was claiming victory over the US even as US armoured divisions were
entering Baghdad in the background. Bush and Saddam (in the defiant agitprop audiotape)
are using the same language: they both rely on their God to steer them to victory and they
both call each other the ‘evil one’. The administration, while bullied by Iraqi resistance into
acknowledging publicly that the war is not over despite Bush’s previous photo-op on the
aircraft carrier under the banner “Mission Accomplished”, did not yield an inch on their
deeper beliefs that they are liberating the Arab world as some sort of an evangelical force.
That ideological posturing, similar to the Soviet communists belief that their Red Army was
liberating Poland and Hungary from bourgeoisies, is also similar to Serbs believing
Milosevic’s propaganda that he was liberating Croatia and Bosnia from fascism.
“He loved his country”, said Abe Lincoln of Henry Clay, “partly because it was his own
country, but mostly because it was a free country”. As the English writer G K Chesterton
said in 1922, America is the only country based on a creed, which is enshrined in its
constitution and its Declaration of Independence. Now those who declare themselves
liberators of others are doing everything to diminish the liberty in the country which owes
its very existence to the idea of liberty: in the last decade the prison population in the US
rose by 80%. The US is today the country with the largest incarcerated population in the
world, half of them non-white, and many states bar felons from voting for life.
Since 1996, immigrants convicted of any crime are automatically deportable. And
since the September 11 tragedy, refugees and asylum seekers are treated as immigrants
in an act of vengeance against the ungrateful others. In a recent New York Times Magazine,
a very disturbing story about Kampuchean immigrants reveals an unusual cruelty: a country that used to re-unite families is now breaking them up. A whole generation of illiterate
women with their infants came to the US fleeing the cruellest regime on Earth – Pol Pot’s
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Khmer Rouge. Those children grew up dirt-poor and with no safety net. As many such immigrants before them, many of the children resorted to petty crime. One thousand six hundred of them now face deportation after being here for more then twenty years. Some of
them have already been deported, even if that leaves their US-born children fatherless. Who
can make any sense of such a policy? But the TV networks will not report on Manny Uch’s
story. They will not show Spc. Robert Acosta’s agony (Acosta lost his right forearm to
a hand-grenade in Iraq). Hell, CBS will not even air the Reagans’ sitcom because of the
pressure of the ruling political party!
We live in a time of pre-emptive aggression, the Pentagon news agency, free-speech
zones, disappearing official documents, fake turkeys, and staged arrests. We live in a world
where alleged terrorist suspects are held with no hope of release at undisclosed locations
scattered around the world far from public scrutiny, and where individuals can be arrested
for merely sending an outspoken email to a wrong address. The media are strained between
their noble obligation to report the truth, which less and less people on all sides want to
hear, and their pragmatic need to survive in the new century of the oxymoron.
What is pre-emptive self-defence (PESD)? It is when you shoot an unarmed man
because you believed he could have a gun. It happens all the time in the US of A. At some
point during Giuliani’s reign, NYPD shot a series of people in pre-emptive self-defence. One
victim had a toy-gun. Another was pulling out a wallet with his I.D., an action that cops mistook for pulling out a gun. The police sprayed him with bullets. All were coloured and/or
minorities. Officers were acquitted and vindicated because, statistically, there is a high
likelihood of coloured young males being criminals. So what else could good officers think?
Such forced statistics help make things easy for police officers. However, pre-emptive selfdefence in fact pre-empts the judicial process, preventing the opportunity for victims to prove
their possible innocence. The larger public largely does not care about this. They are the victims of forced statistics used by electronic media to drill fear into their heads, making everyone feel like potential victims of aggressive predators on the loose, building a nation of the timid
in the supposed home of the brave, breeding support for the abuse of force in the name of
pre-emptive self-defence. Derived from the uninformed fear, the PESD is the weapon of choice
for self-important cowards -- James Baldwin’s spineless ones.
Interestingly, and contrary to global public opinion, this doctrine was not brought to the
world by the Toxic Texan and his New American Century cabal following the September 11
tragedy, but rather by Slick Willie following the two embassies bombings... Hala Maksoud, the
president of the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, commenting on the cruise
missiles strikes of the factory in Khartoum, and in Afghanistan, said to the New York Times on
August 23, 1998: “The strikes re-enforce the impression that the US is trigger-happy when it
comes to the Arab world ... the impression is that the US pre-empted the results of its own
investigation, did not give Afghanistan a chance to hand over Mr. bin Laden, did not go to the
Security Council or show evidence or rally world opinion or consult its allies, but just is going it
alone and undermining the international community and its will”.
The current US administration is simply more determined to have more complete control of its image. With 53% of EU citizens believing that the US represents the second
largest threat to world peace (tied with North Korea and Iran, behind Israel, but ahead of
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Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and other nicer democracies), the US pressured the UK to
establish humiliating and unconstitutional ‘free speech’ zones to keep those protesting
Bush’s visit well away from TV cameras.
“As governor, as presidential candidate, and now as president, Bush’s unconscionable
disrespect of citizens fundamental right to question authority and confront power has
surfaced again and again in an alarming ‘Bush Doctrine of Contained Dissent’. What this
amounts to is an imperious decision that any and all protestors must literally be corralled –
kept in protest pens well beyond the sight and sound of his eminence... and of the media.
In Texas, Governor Bush’s security police suddenly swept down on a group of peaceful
picketers who were on the public sidewalk in front of the governor’s mansion – a sidewalk
that has historically been a site of protest. At this time, George was launching his
presidential run, and he simply didn’t want these dissenters to his environmental policies
getting between him and the TV cameras – so he had the state police move them to a
designated protest zone in a faraway parking lot.
At the Republican presidential-nominating convention in Philadelphia in 2000, candidate
Bush created a fenced in, out-of-sight protest zone that would only hold a few hundred people at a time. And, as president, his autocratic games continue – for example, last year at
the Columbia, South Carolina, airport, a protester with a ‘No War for Oil’ sign stood in an
area where Bush supporters stood. The protester was ordered to move a half-mile away.
He refused, so Bush’s police arrested him” (Jim Hightower, AlterNet, October 21, 2003).
The Bush Administration does not stop at the indirect control of information. In an
Ocober 20th article by Elisabeth Bumiller of The New York Times, Bush is quoted as saying: “‘There’s a sense that people in America aren’t getting the truth’, [he] said to a reporter
for Hearst-Argyle Television, one of five back-to-back White House interviews he granted to
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regional broadcasters. ‘I’m mindful of the filter through which some news travels, and sometimes you have to go over the heads of the filter and speak directly to the people’”.
Therefore the Pentagon will begin broadcasting C-SPAN Baghdad soon – a satellite feed
from Iraq that will circumvent the ‘filter’ of the national networks and send images chosen
by the Defence Department right into America’s living rooms by way of local news affiliates:
the most direct propaganda by the US military.
And beware to whom you send your dissenting e-mails! An Auckland (New Zealand,
October 31, 2003) peace activist who sent an e-mail to the US Embassy objecting to the
war on Iraq has been charged with the misuse of a telephone. Police went to the Epsom
home of university student Bruce Hubbard, 38, and took him to the Takapuna police station
for questioning. Mr Hubbard last night said he had been charged under the
Telecommunications Act and had been told by police they would seize information from his
computer under the Counter-Terrorism Act.
Meanwhile, Slovenian human rights activists (Friday November 21,11:31 AM ET,
Ljubljana, Reuters) condemned a court’s decision to sentence a man for ‘terrorist’ crimes
for sending hate e-mail to President Bush. Tomi Sluga, 29, told the local court in the northeastern town of Murska Sobota that he was drunk and only joking when he sent an e-mail
to the White House before a June 2001 Bush visit to the small Alpine state. “President, save
the Earth, you ass, you will be killed in Ljubljana. Welcome!” the email read. The court found
Sluga guilty of “endangering a protected person”, and gave him a two-year suspended
sentence, the first conviction under Slovenia’s new anti-terrorism laws.
Oppressive acts against unwanted information are matched by grandiose hi-budget
Hollywood spectacles that glorify the infallible leader of the free world. Nobody cares that
the turkey in the picture with president Bush in Baghdad was fake, a plastic prop. The
producers were frightened that the real turkey might not look as good in the TV picture. And
Saddam Hussein was captured just as the producers of the movie about his capture would
want him to be captured: alone, dishevelled, shivering, in a dark hole, like a rat.
“A trained eye could easily detect how the ‘spontaneous’ outbursts of joy were
staged: Here a small group waving the flag of the Communist Party, there a few dozen
people jumping like monkeys for the cameras – probably the same people who were
jumping a year ago for the cameras of Saddam. Two Arab ‘journalists’ producing a raucous
show at the carefully staged press conference of the American general”, writes Israeli
journalist, Uri Avnery. He warns the US: “The public humiliation of an Arab leader, whatever
one may think about him, evokes the deepest feelings of insult and fury among tens of
millions of Arabs. These feelings will strive to express themselves violently. This may
cost blood, much blood”.
Following the September 11 event, Francis Fukuyama, a professor at Baltimore’s
Johns Hopkins University, suggested that, “America may become a more ordinary country
in the sense of having concrete interests and real vulnerabilities, rather than thinking itself
unilaterally able to define the nature of the world it lives in”. Along the same lines, in the
book he wrote following the collapse of communism (The End of History), he argued for the
end of what Alexis de Tocqueville called “American exceptionalism”. De Tocqueville
noted hundreds of years ago that America was a nation created by refugees, intentionally
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founded on principles to which any country can aspire. The reality of that ‘exceptionalism’
today, however, is more complex.
In 1999, Gertrude Himmelfarb, a social historian, argued that America is becoming
“One Nation, Two Cultures”. One is religious, puritanical, family-centred and somewhat conformist. The other is tolerant, hedonist, secular, predominantly single and celebrates multiculturalism. The two cultures occupy different worlds. Traditionalists, exceptionalists and
unilateralists are concentrated in a great L-shape on the map, the spine of the Rockies forming its vertical arm, its horizontal one cutting a swathe through the South. With a couple of
exceptions, all these states voted for Bush in 2000.
Secularist, multiculturalists, multi-lateralists occupy the Pacific coast, the Northeast
and the upper mid-western states. They are urban, rather than sub-urban dwellers. But more
importantly, they tend to obtain their information on-line and often participate in its dissemination. They are the READERS. The two groups are more divided by the way they obtain
their news than by geography. Traditionalists -- the VIEWERS -- get their news predominantly
from the TV, which cheers the unilateralism. As the on-line world is transnational in principle,
the readers are more than just Americans.
They are global citizens and they share the global perceptions and fears of American
unilateralism. Curiously, given that the on-line crowd by and large opposes current American
policy, the State Department is accepting applications for visa lottery (Diversity Immigrant
Visa Program) only on-line this year: as if they want to increase the number of people who
oppose them residing in the US?!
The viewers move staunchly in the opposite direction. September 11 ended the exceptionalism of the online audience, but made it stronger for the TV audience, deepening the
division between the two groups: one becoming fiercely nationalist (patriotic), and the other
becoming more and more resentful and even anti-American. As the groups are divided more
by the way they get their news than by geography, the dynamic between them can daily be
observed anywhere in the US.
A couple of days ago I was frisked by the DEA. Irritated by the daily chore of having
to find parking for my car in New York City after a long day, and with that irritation exacerbated by a particularly slow driver on my right side who just would not get out of my way,
I had an attack of pure road rage, cutting through traffic loudly in second gear, making
quick, snappy, aggressive turns. Little did I know that the last car that I cut off was actually
a police car. The officer behind the wheel, probably thinking that I must be high on angel
dust, ecstasy or something worse, went in pursuit.
He also radioed for help. In no time, my car was surrounded in the middle of the street
by four civilian looking police cars. My pursuer, wearing an armoured jacket with the DEA
imprint, came to my door with gun drawn, screaming, “Get out of the car!” He opened the
door, grabbed me by my sweatshirt, threw me against another parked car, and kicked my
legs into the spread position. Three or four other agents materialized, pulling my sweatshirt
over my head, searching my body, and crawling all over my car in search of evidence. With
the out-of-state plates I have, they must have thought I was a dealer who just came in to
make a delivery. One of them even suggested that I had better have a lot of cash on me,
since I would need it to bail myself out.
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I told them that I was sorry, that I did wrong to cut off their car, but that this was just
road rage, and that I was essentially just searching for parking. Their reaction was, “Just
searching for parking, my ass, one does not drive like that just searching for parking”. Yet,
utterly disappointed that their search yielded absolutely nothing, they finally asked, “So
where is your wallet?” “Well”, I said, “I just have car keys and keys to my home on me. I told
you I am just re-parking my car”. They were pissed. I made them blow their cover in the
middle of the hood for nothing. One of them knocked me on the head when he was pulling
my sweatshirt over, and another slapped my rear, but generally they were restrained and
satisfied just by threatening to break my bones the next time.
The most important part of the event, however, was played by a bespectacled white
woman in her thirties, who stopped by and started yelling at them, saying, “Hey, you can’t
search his car, what he did was just a traffic infraction, and I saw you hit him on the head.
I am watching!” The agent behind me reacted with, “This is why I can’t wait to get retired. I
can’t deal with this shit”. Another replied to the woman that she didn’t know what she was
talking about, adding dutifully the September 11 over-arching justification. This was the
clash of two Americas unravelling right before my eyes. Agents were behaving like unilateralists, exceptionalists, holding the belief of their evangelical duty bestowed by the proverbial ‘people’ upon them, to rid the world of potential scum.
The woman was the voice of secular reason, the one that believes that people are innocent until proven guilty in the court of law through due process. She was also brave enough
to speak out her beliefs to six burly, armed men. That kind of courage gave me hope. I
thanked her – not for myself, since I was not at all fazed or traumatized by a little rough
handling (which is nothing compared to what I do to myself daily snowboarding), but for her
country, that I live in.
In late eighties in the former Yugoslavia, no civilian would dare to question police
brutality in the street. People would turn their heads away and hurry their walking pace. That
complacency and apathy became even more evident through the nationalist wars-ridden
nineties. Finally, as the proverb goes, there was nobody left to speak out. The availability of
space for non-violent dissent makes the current media-driven crisis of identity among
Americans look more like a dialogue, albeit a heated one, than like a civil war.
Further readings:
http://www.simpleliving.net/timeday/
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F40617FD35580C748DDDAF0894DA404482
http://www.audioasylum.com/forums/outside/messages/215249.html
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/10/31/1067233349746.html
http://www.thememoryhole.org/war/wounded/gallery.htm
http://balkansnet.org/internet.html
http://www.thememoryhole.org/media/jazeera-cartoons.htm
http://www.back-to-iraq.com/archives/000489.php
http://www.geocities.com/jacksonthor/ebook.html
http://www.commondreams.org/views03/1214-08.htm
http://travel.state.gov/dv2005.html

